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ABSTRACT
One hundred students enrolled in the welding and

air-conditioning/refrigeration classes at Delgado Community College
(Louisiana) Vere randomly selected to participate in a study to
evaluate their effective reading comprehension level, to investigate
the impact of a study skill "preview" method such as the SQ3R on
their test-taking abilities, and to,test,the readability level of
their textbooks. Fifty students (25 in eah subject area) were tested
by the regular cloze method pf testing readability. The cloze test I,

consists of selecting a passage of prose material of approximately
275 words from the students' textbook and deleting every fifth word."
tudents are instructed to fill in the blanks with words appropriate

to the context-. The remaining 50 students were given the cloze test
after exposure to a SQ3R "preview" of the material. Since there was
little difference between the raw scores of the control and
experimental groups in either' subject area, it was determined that
the SQ3R "preview" was of no value in augmenting test-taking skills.
Since students were able to fill in correctly fewer than 38 percent
of the blanks, It was determined that the welding and
air-conditioning/refrigeration textbooks in current use were probably
beyond the readability level of the students. (DC)'
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a.

Abstraci
2

As junior /community college educators are confionted

with large numbers of "high risk" students, some method of

bridging'the gap between the student's reading comprehension/

level and the readability level of textbooks Used must be/

found. This study investigates the effective comprehenAion/
/ /

level of welding and air-conditioiing/refrigeration ts

kandom131 selected from n intercify community college in

terms o textbooks used..i,n thylolassrooms; investigate the

readab°J4ty level of the textbooks used in the classroorif

where these students were enrolled by the use of the Fry

Readak ility Formdla; and investigates the influence of an

'SQ3R.rp iew" technique on the test taking ability of these

studelnts, &cloze irocedure test was constructed fromthe

clapsroom textbook and administered to a control and an
.

experimentaj group. An 'ahalysis of variance was computed

using a Veldman (1967) F ratio procedure. The conclusions

drawn from the analysis-of data were that the textbook being
r

,. .
. I

used in the welding classroom was of marginal vane and the
. .

textbook used in thegaiT-cpnditioning/refrigeration class-.

room was of little use. Both textbooks would be difficult

for !the students to comprehend.
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. THE CLO2E.PROCEDURE: A MEASURE FOR'DETERMINING
READABILITY LEVEL FOR VOCATIONAL JUN OR COLLEGE ST66ENTS

Introducti
\ ..

.

In the past few years, the comftnity/junior college'

has been undergoing a tremendous expanision. Both accom-
v

panying and contributing to this gro th, According to

Calitri (1970), is the "opeldoor pOlicy",that allows many

students to enter that are disabled readers and may not be

able to successfully readTaterials presented in -regular

college textbooks. This policy of non-restrictive admis-.

sion forces the college to search fOr meaningful instruc-

tional materials to use with these "high risk".students.

Instructors recognize that educational materials are of

little value if they are, written in a language.thA is com-
. CC.

plex,and obscure to the student and materifals part be foUnd

that will meet the academic and vocational needs,of the

,.tudents.

In a study by Evans and Dubois (1972)4 the instruc-

tor is challenged to determine three things about each of

his 'students if he is to facilitate instructional learning:

(Wthe reading level of the student, (2) the. readability

level of the textbook, and (3)the skills needed by the

student to successfully compete in the classroom. Junior/

community college educators need to determine if a study

technique cap be used to successfully change reading

3
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sompr\ehenslop scores ar to determine if college textbooks,

,
./can be matched to the needs of students.

,
..

2

Purpose - D
4

qh

mThe purpose of this study w d to determine three

'P./
%

objectives: (1) to evaluate the e fective comprehension

level of the vocational college ,student with low academic

potential due to lack of previ s experience and low pro-

ficiency in academic skills a d abilities in terms of

selected books; (2) to inve tigate whether a study skill

"preview" method such as t e SQ3R would influence the test-

taking abilities of thes students;.and (3) to test the

readability level of th textbooks useein the classrooms

where these students s udy. If the textbooks used in the

.classrooms where thes students are enrolled are too diffi-

cult,.then dome pro ision shou-ld be made Or these students

if they are to suc essfully profit from college instruction.

Subjectd
4

The subjects for this study were randomly selected

from the voc t nal/technical
/-
sdhool of Delgado Community

College in N Orleans, Louisiana. Two independent samples
4 .

were used: gine group of subjects was
e

from the welding

class, and tile second group was from the aim'- conditioning/

refrigerattn class. Subjects consteted of approximately

50 male stiadents from each class; they ranged in age from

113 years pf agto 25 years of age. The open entry/open

exit polcy of,the school may have caused some subjects to



:be more advanced in the program than others.

A

Procedures

Each group of subjects was administered a cloze

procedure test from the textbook of the class from'which

they were chosen. This cloCe test consisted of a passage

of prose material of approximately 275 words copied from

3

4he weldiiig and/or the air- conditioning /refrigeration

textbook. In each passage every fifth word was deleted and,

replaced with an underlined blank space of standard length.

mlfr

'After the test was distributed to each subject in the group,.

the cloze test was explained to the students. For'this

purpose, atransparevcy was projected on a screen, and the

blank spaces were filled,in with words soliciteci from the

students:
4

Each group of subjects was randomly divided into

two subgroups. One subgroup from each independent sample

(the welding students arid the air-conditionixterefrigeration

students)swas administered a traditional cloAk prbcedure

test from the textbook used in the class from which they

were chosen. The test was passed out to theCgroup, and

they were instructed to complete the test by filling in the

blank spaces with the word they thought had been left out.

Subjects had not read the material previously. Responses

were scored correct when responses exactly matched the

deleted word. Minor misspelling was disregarded. There

was zio time limit on the test. e



The experimental) administration of the Ooze test

was begun when subgroup two from each.independent sample'

was given a textbook used in the classroom-from which they

had been SuUjects;were directed to turn-to a chap-

ter in the booklby the pefson administering the test.

modified SQ3R survey of the material was made with the sub-
1

jects; this,c nsisted of looking at the title of the pasZ

age, looking at ajy illustrations on the pages, looking at

. the topic headings in bold print, suggesting questiong that,

came to maid when going over the topic headings, asking

subjects to recite what had been gone over in the preview,

and answering any questions asked by the subjects. This

took between 10 and 15 minutes. The books were taken up,

and the subjects in subgroup-two were administered the same

.01oze procedure test that had been administered to subgroup

one. All testing was done at' afferent times on the same

day and scored in the same manner.

Analysis of Data

For an analysis of the data, the text battery was

scored by the researcher accordtng to the exact deletion r

criteria as proposed by Taylor/ (1957). The-raw scores were

then transformed into percentages of correct responses. An

analysis of variance between the mean scores of the raw

scores and the percentage scores was calculated to determine

the variance between the two control groups which were given

the SQ311:1preview" before administration of the cloze test
/

7



in.each independent sample_ Data were computed at the

Universltyof Southern Mississipji Computer Center using
%

a Veldman (1967) F ratio procedure.

J. The following resgarch hypothesis was tested to

evalUate the objectil'ies f the study.

There will be a gnificant difference in the cloze

responses of the students randomly selected to

receive the modified SQ3R survey of the mater.

prior to taking the cloze test and the responses of
,t

the gtudedts thatare administered the cloze test

without this " reView." Two separate investigations

were conducted in two similar samples: vocational
0

welding and vocational air-conditioning/refrigerar

tion. 4

Hypothesis Testing (Welding Subjects)

The welding subjects were randomly se4e6ted and

divided into two subgroups. The control group was'adminis-1,

tered the cloze procedure test constructed fromrpassgges

from their textbook used in the welding class. The experi-
/

4 Mental group was administered the same cloze procedure test;

however, before taking the test, the researcher/Wentthrough

a,SQ3R "preview" of the material from which the test was

taken.

The hypothesis that there would h5ra significant

difference in the cloze responses of the welding students

randomly selected to receive the modified SQ3R survey of



he material prior to taking the cicize tesAandctfie

responses of the welding students that were administefed

tpe cloze test Without this "preview," was tested by com-

puting an F ra o between the mean raw scores of the. ~two

subgroups_A se. receiving the traditional cloie,test aria

those receiving the experimental treatment before tVieloze

test). The first analysis used a raw score mean comparison.

The F ratio (.332, df 1, 19, 2> .05) was not sig-
.__

_

nificant at the established probabilkty level.;.therefore,

the hypotheVis was rejected. (See Table 1). There did not'

appear to be a difference, in the way the, welding students

responded ty.the two types of 'clone feseing' on the same

material.

Table 1

Analysis pf Variance:* Welding Sutpects
(Raw Scores)

\Source MS df 4 ratio

Group I. Control 18.4 1, 19 .332 .57_77
eN\

Group II. Experi-
mental 16.27 1, 19 .332 .5777

For'a more observable and practical description of

the c]oze test perforMance, the cloze scores were changed

to percentageiscores. The F ratio, of course, remained

non - significant. This transfer to pdrcentage scores

9
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a

I
allowed for a comparison with known cloze success estimates.

Using dl?ze crilierion value of 35%.through 40% correct

(fiankin,1969),it was determined that the weldingsroup-

6
percentage scores in the control and experimental gfoup,

indicated that!. the textbooie was_ of marginal Utility to the

students Since the'per centage scores were close to the 38%

score or'the'instructiOnal level (See Table 2)...

,

Table 2
, 7 ' i' .

elding_Hubjects (Raw and Percentage Scores

t)
Correct on Cloze'Tedts)'

,

Source Raw-, "Percentage

N

Group I. Control

Grbup II. Experi-
mental-

,

1 18.4

16.7 32.5

Hypothesis Testing (Air-Conditioning/
Refrigeration. Subjects)

. .

The air-cd4aitioning/refrigeration subject's were
1

randomly selected and divided into two.subgroUps.. The
4

controt'group was administered the doze procedure test

constructed frolii passages from the teA book used in the4

air - conditioning /refrigeration clasS. The experimental
*17

group was administered the same close proceOure test; how-

ever, befOre taking the test, the researcher went through a

'SQ3R "preview" of the material from which the test was

taken.

I .

10
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The hypothesis that there would be a 'significant

differende in the cAoze responses of the air-conditioning/

refrigeration subjects selected to receive the SQ3R survey'

of the material priOr to taking the cloze test and the

responses of the welding students that were admihistered

tha cioze test without this "proView,'!was tested by,com-

puting an F ratio between thd meanfaw scares' of the two
( o

subgroups (thogt receiving the traditional cloze test and

a

those receiving tb4Pexperimental treatmant before the cloze

test). The F ratio.(1.161, df 1, 42, .py.05) was not sig-

nificant'fAt the established probability level; therefore,

the hypothesis was rejected. There was no difference in

the way the air-conditioning/refrigeration subjects

responded to the two types of cldze testing (See Table 3).

Table 3

Analysis of Variance: Air-Conditioning/
Refrigeation Subjects (Raw Scones)

,Source MS df F ratio 2

Group I.

,Group II.

Control

Experi-
mental

8.8

10.54

1,

1,

142

42

1.161

1.161

.2874

,2874

1

I

For amore obServable anciteful description of the

cloze test performance*the raw scores were :hanged to per-

centage scores. 'The F ratio/ of _course, remained non-

significant.
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This transfer to percentage allowed for a comparison

00 with known cloze succdss.esimates. Using cloze criterion

value of 35% through 40% correct (Rankin, 1969), it was

determined that the students could not read Ahe textbook.

With scoresiSUch 6.§ 17% and 21%, which were the mean scores

of the two groups, die scores are observably lower than a

needed -35% for instructional level. This difference

between the students' ability and the difficulty of the

. material would make the entire testing procedure of this
.

researoh in the air- conditioning /refrigeration group of

little value in a comparison of traditional vs. experi-

mental methods of cloze (See Table 4) :

Table 4

Air - Conditioning /Refrigeration Subjects (Raw
and Percentage Scores C,orrect on Clete Tests),r-,

Source Raw Percentage

Group I.

Group II.

,
Control

Experi-
mental,

4
8.8

10.54

17.6

24.08

Additional Inv6st,IgatIIna

The readability level of the two textbooks that

were used in the constrctlon of the cleze procedure tests

for the two groups of subjects was computed according to

the Fry Readability Formuld (Fry, 1972). The textbook' for

the weldtng students, New Lessons in Arc Wales, Was
O

12
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computed to be written on.appr:oximately a tenth-grade,, Ilevel.

The textbook.for the air-conditibning/Oefrigeration std-

ehts Modern Rafrigeration'and Air - Conditioning, was cm-

puied to be on a fairly high college level. Another trut-

bookthat is used in the welding crass but not -used to

construct the cloze test, The Oxy- Acetylene Handbook, was

computed,to be written on an eleventh-grade level. These

computations would certainly indicate that some provision

'hould be made for these students. in the community /junior

college if they are to experience success.

"Summary-

On the basis of,the research data collected, the

hypothesis stating thatnthere would be a significant dif-

ference in the cloze eesponses of the students-randomly

,J4selected to receive the modified SQ31 survey of the mate-

rial prior to taking the cloze test and the responses of

the students that were administered the cloze test without

"preview" woulde rejected in both vocational samples.

However, when the raw scores were converted to percentage

scores and the means computed, itoWas,determined that the

textbook in the *welding class would be of .marginal utility

since the percentage scores were close to the 38% score of

the instructional level. The Fry Readability Formula was

used to determine the difficulty of the textbooks used in

these vocational/technical classrooms from which students

were Chosen fcii. this research. The 'books were found -to be

13
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too difficult for the students to be successful in their

study. Some method of closing the gap between'the student

and the textbook, should be determined bf the college.

O. b

Mw

N.7
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